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The GM opened our 30 year anniversary Run by thanking the Hares for their work that included a ball 
breaking 13km Run from our site the Tessaban government school near the Mining Museum.

RETURNERS in...THIRTY WOODWORMERS turned up but only 7 had the nerve to get in the 
circle!

VIRGIN in...just the one a Canadian lad...welcome to our fun!

VISITING HASHERS in...welcome
to..BIMBO from Bangkok, HAND
BRAKE & CRUNCH THUMPER
from Philippines, BUSH DIVER from
LA, TESTICLES from Pattaya,
PSYPHODELIC from London, KNEE
TREMBLER from Brisbane , WILLY
WONKER from Hong Kong...welcome
to you all and thank you for coming!

RUN OFFENSES...Fungus gets in
Lemming as he is now also COLOUR
blind...he followed ALL the
paper..multi, pink and blue! Clitmas
Pussy calls in Psychedelic as he is
joining us as a visiting Hasher but does
not want to join our committtee..well that seems a shame! SADG gets in the Hares and tells them he 

http://phuket-hhh.com/


thought the ballbuster was a great Run but why was there a Thai guy there...with a gun?! 

1st STEWARD...Blue Harlot got in just about all of us, one after the other to take the piss or just tell us
a great joke. He did what he always does when a Steward..gets the circle going and you could hear the 
laughter across the ground of the school grounds...super spot, well done BH and thanks.
Whilst BH was doing his thing Jungle Balls and I were getting dressed and ready to make a fool of 
ourselves  as the FLY AND THE MOSQUITO...thanks to Bollox for the get-up and the words we 
managed to stuff up...as least we gave it a go and did not get SWATTED! 

2nd STEWARD...Manneken Pis..In he comes...in the light (now I can just about see it is still light as I 
am pissed by this time!). MP did a great job in attempting to break my record for the longest steward 
spot...but failed, even though it is now pitch dark and I cannot see my book, let alone take notes! 
People tell me it was a good spot...well done our Belgium!

As the candles came out our GM got in VIRGIN MY ASS and gave her our black 200 Run shirt. Well 
done VMA, great achievement in such a short time! Clitmas Pussy calls for VMA and 
DICKSAPOINTING to come in the circle. CP tells us that they are leaving the country due to 
circumstances not under their control and that they do not really want to leave (wet and red eyes 
everywhere now).  CP gave them a couple of gifts to thank them for their work during their 
membership of PHHH! VMA was our Hash Flash and was GM for the Iron Pussy and both her and her 
husband will be missed by all their friends here in the Hash...I wish you both well back in Aussie and 
we hope that one sunny day you can come back and rejoin in the fun. All the very best from all at the 
Hash here Phuket!

Now car lights showed the way for the HARES to come in and take their praise from our GM for their 
great Run. Well done the Hares!

The GM closed the circle to allow us hungry Hashers to get to the food, which was as good as it 
gets...well done Manneken Pis for organizing our caterers. One final word of thanks must go to our 
BEER TRUCK....I left at 8-30 and they were STILL working via the lights of cars pointed at their work
space...a big up for all of you handing out the foaming stuff. Well done!

That's our first 30 years done...here's to the next 30 years!

ON ON, NOT CLEAVER

SEE YOU ALL NEXT WEEK


